1500 K Street
Washington, DC, USA
Building Type: Commercial




1500 K Street, an 11 storey mixed-use building, is home to restaurants, retail, and office
spaces
The building owner and consulting engineer involved with this major retrofit project
wanted to implement a state-of-the-art, fully IP-based control system. This involved a
number of tenant fit-outs, with additional tenant fit-outs planned.
Involved the integration of:
o ENVYSION for EC-NetAX hosted on an EC-NetAX Supervisor to expand the
capabilities of the existing EC-NetAX system. This provides complete views of the
building’s BMS, with a custom-feel user interface that is “natively” responsive and
does not require plug-ins or other add-ons
o 22 ECLYPSE Connected System Controllers
 For use on the Chilled Water Plant with robust and fast control to handle
the flexibility required with multi-stage chillers
 On the air handling units serving all eleven floors
o 50 ECLYPSE Connected VAV Controllers / floor
 To handle outdoor air intake
 On strategically selected ECLYPSE Connected ECY-VAV controllers, a
Wi-Fi adapter was used to speed up commissioning, and to make future
tenant fit-outs easier to implement
o Lighting control with built-in occupancy sensors. Auxiliary contacts on the motion
sensors were directly wired to the ECLYPSE Connected ECY-VAV controllers
o Allure EC-Sensors for room-level temperature sensing
o CO2 sensors, allowing for demand ventilation
o Electrical submetering



Resulting savings:
o
o

o

Wiring cost savings due to convergence with the building’s existing IT
infrastructure
Labor cost savings were achieved as a result of the ease of commissioning for the
ECLYPSE Connected ECY-VAVs. Designed to control any variable air volume
box application “out of the box” with preloaded, configurable applications and
embedded ENVYSION Viewer, for local hosting of application graphics, these
controllers also allowed SmartBT to take full advantage of the mobility offered with
Wi-Fi connectivity. Tenant fit-outs were therefore implemented efficiently, allowing
the building owner to fill tenant spaces more quickly.
Significant savings were also achieved by establishing standby setpoints, linked
with the occupancy sensors in the lighting controls system. In areas with high
variability in occupancy throughout the day (such as law offices), this yielded
some appreciable savings, as the mechanical design allowed for varying load
(variable air volume air handlers served by multi-stage chillers).
.

Commissioning the ECLYPSE Connected VAV controllers
went more quickly than we expected – the factory application,
built-in graphics, and Wi-Fi connectivity combine to get us
through commissioning steps very quickly.
Paul Meng
Principal
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